**POP Learning Orchard** Tree Finder Guide

**Click here** to access POP Tree Finder

**FOR DESKTOP**

Click and drag to pan the map. Use controls on bottom right to zoom in and out.

Each green circle represents a tree. Click on a tree and a pop up will appear with growing details and cultivar information (where known).
In the top left you can switch from list view to filter view, allowing you to search the orchard’s inventory by the tree’s common name, cultivar, light requirements, difficulty level, etc.

For Mobile

Swipe with your finger to pan the map. Zoom in and out by pinching and spreading your fingers.

When at the POP Learning Orchard you can tap the crosshairs button at the bottom right of the screen to zoom to your current location.
Each green circle represents a tree. Tap on a tree and a pop up with the trees common name will appear at the bottom of the page in a gray rectangle. Double tap the gray rectangle to expand details on the tree.

Tap the green up arrow at the bottom center of the screen to view either a List of trees by common name or Filter to search the orchard inventory by the tree’s common name, cultivar, light requirements, difficulty level, etc.